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 Embed a full-featured business 
extension SIM in any BYOD or 
corporate liable phone. 

 The business SIM integrates with your 
existing UC platform and routes every 
call through it.

 End Users can use their own devices 
and can use the native dialer without 
any apps.

Mobile Voice & Text 
Recording for Financial 
Service Compliance

The largest banks and financial services firms are being hit with billions in fines 
because employees are breaching regulatory rules when doing business on their 
personal mobile phones.

Tango Extend restores compliance by enabling the capture and recording of 
voice and text communications on any smartphone, including personal BYOD 
phones and corporate liable phones.

 Record and monitor business voice 
and text on BYOD phones without 
violating employee privacy.

 Allocate an existing business number 
to the SIM for a truly Hybrid working 
solution.

Now your workforce can be out of the office, 
in touch and compliant all at the same time.     

VERTICAL APPLICATION
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Tango Extend is the Business SIM, designed to 
put you in control of mobile communications 
used by the work-from-anywhere workforce.

The SIM and mobile service integrate 
seamlessly into your company’s communications 
platform and recording systems. It’s a native 
mobile service, so employees can use their 
phones’ native interfaces for voice calling, 
without having to call from an app.

When used as a second SIM in a BYOD device, 
it keeps all personal and business calls separate 
and secure.

Business communications are then automatically 
captured, recorded, monitored and analysed for 
regulatory compliance using the same systems 
you use for office-based phones and landlines.

The industry is using Tango Extend to enable 
employees to work from anywhere and stay 
compliant. They are cutting landlines and 
expensive desk phones, while employees enjoy 
using the devices they want to use.


